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We study the transport in a Luttinger liquid coupled to a magnetic chain containing a Bloch domain wall. We
compute the leading correction to the adiabatic limit of a long domain wall, which causes no scattering. We
show that the problem is reminiscent of an impurity in a Luttinger liquid, but with a different dependence on
the interaction parameters due to spin-flip scattering. For repulsive interactions, we find that the domain-wall
resistance diverges with decreasing temperature. This may be relevant for the design of one-dimensional
systems with large magnetoresistance at low temperatures.












































ainThe large magnetoresistance associated with the nu
ation of domain walls in magnetic wires and nanocontacts1–7
has potential applications in the design of high-density m
netic memories and sensors. The negative magnetoresis
observed in these systems was originally explained by
mistracking of carrier spins when the local magnetizat
rotates in a distance comparable to the Fermi waveleng8
Strictly speaking, none of the available experiments
reached the extreme one-dimensional~1D! limit. It would be
interesting to look for effects specific to 1D systems. The
systems fall into the universality class of Luttinger Liqui
~LL !,9 which are distinguished by the absence of stable q
siparticle excitations and unique transport properties, suc
a power-law temperature dependence of the conducta
through a nonmagnetic impurity.10–12At T50, a vanishingly
small barrier is able to produce perfect reflection if the c
riers interact repulsively.
The effect of nonmagnetic impurities suggests a sim
phenomenon in the case of a magnetic inhomogeneity. In
article we show that a magnetic domain wall behaves a
spin-flip impurity in a LL. We analyze the backscatterin
term of the domain wall in the limit of weak scattering. It
governed by an anomalous dimension given primarily
(Kc1Ks
21)/2, whereKc and Ks are the LL interaction pa-
rameters. There is also a correction due to the asymm
between up- and down-spin electrons introduced by the
change field. In the case of local repulsive interactions,
should lead to an anomalously large and temperat
dependent magnetoresistance in one-dimensional system
We consider interacting electrons coupled to a magn







wherecks destroys a conduction electron with momentumk
and spin projections, ek5k
2/2m for quadratic dispersion
JK is the Kondo coupling constant between conduction e
trons and localized spinsSj , andsj5
1
2 (abcj a
† sabcj b is the
conduction electron-spin density at sitej. We assume astatic,
pinned magnetic domain wall described in the continuu
limit by setting S(x)5Scosu(x)ẑ1Ssinu(x)ŷ. For a Bloch
domain wall, we take cosu(x)52tanh(x/l), with l being the























teractions. In a uniformly magnetized system, the spin po
ization gives rise to different interaction constantsg↑ andg↓
between electrons with the same spin andg' between elec-
trons with opposite spins, due to the absence of SU~2!
symmetry.13 In a system containing a domain wall, the loc
magnetization acts as an effective magnetic field on the c
duction electrons. The first-order approach is to assume
the interaction constants are different for the spin densitie
the direction fixed by the spin background







and e(x)5cosu(x)ẑ1sinu(x)ŷ. This expression should b
exact in the limit of long domain walls. For low polarization
(JK→0), we recover spin degeneracy and all the interact
constants must be equal (g↑5g↓5g').
It is now convenient to perform a spin gauge transform
tion that aligns the spin of the conduction electrons with
local magnetization.2 This amounts to rotating the spin
density operators(x) by the angleu(x) around thex axis,
which is accomplished by the operator
U5expH i2E dx u~x!~c↓†c↑1c↑†c↓!J ,
wherecs(x) is the field operator for conduction electron




† cks1H̃ int1Hw . ~2!
Here,eks5ek2sJKS/2 expresses the fact that the effecti
magnetic field of the local moments breaks the spin deg
eracy of the electron gas.H̃ int is obtained fromHint by
changingr`,~→r↑,↓ . The transformation also makes e
plicit the scattering term due to the presence of the dom
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i
4mE dx ]xu c†sx]xc1H.c.1O~l22!, ~3!
where we intend to carry out the calculations to leading or
in 1/l. This corresponds to the first correction to the ad
batic limit of a very long domain wall, which produces n
scattering.
We now focus on the long-wavelength limit of the co
duction electrons. In this limit, we can linearize the disp
sion around the Fermi points. Since each of the two s
branches has a different Fermi wave vectorkFs , we must
have two Fermi velocitiesvFs5vF(11sz), with vF the





The linearized dispersion for spins reads eks5vFs(k
7kFs), where the minus~plus! sign applies to right~left!
moving electrons. The field operatorcs then naturally sepa




Bosonization enables one to build an effective theory
mapping the fermionic operators into associated boso






wherea21 is a momentum cutoff andfs and us are dual
fields satisfying@fs(x),]xus(x8)#5 id(x2x8). We further
define the charge and spin bosonsfc,s5(f↑6f↓)/A2.
















where g2s and g4s are the interaction constants betwe
electrons in different branches and in the same branch
spectively. For not very largez, we will take gi↑2gi↓}z
( i 52,4) ~Ref. 13! so thatv1,2 are approximately independen
of z. It is clear from Eq.~5! that the spin background intro
duces scattering between charge and spin excitations, w
are no longer the normal modes of system.
The bosonized form of the scattering termsHw can be









backscattering term, which scatters electrons from right
left moving states~and vice versa! and is important for the
departure from perfect conductance.10–12 It can be written in






where kF5(kF↑1kF↓)/2 and Aq5*dxe2 iqx]xu(x) is real
for symmetric walls. We note that the 2kF mode of the do-
main wall cancels the oscillation of the backscattering te
Moreover, the scattering amplitude increases with growinz
and thinner walls.
The free HamiltonianHLL as given by Eq.~5! is not in
diagonal form. However, it is still quadratic in the boson
fields and can be diagonalized by means of a canonical tr
formation to new fieldsuc,s8 andfc,s8 . We define the bosonic
field vectors
u5S ucusD , f5S fcfsD ,




where we have introduced the matrices
A5S vcKc zv1
zv1 vsKs
D , B5S vc /Kc zv2
zv2 vs /Ks
D .
Our aim is to diagonalizeA andB simultaneously. In or-
der for the LL to be stable, the corresponding eigenval
~the velocities of the natural excitations! must be positive;









Outside this interval, the polarization is large enough
make one of the velocities vanish and the spinonlike exc
tion becomes gapped. We start the diagonalization by ro
ing A andB through an anglew, as expressed by the matri
R5S cosw sinw
2sinw cosw D .
We choose the anglew in such a way that, applying next th
rescaling
L5S Ak 0
0 Am D ,




























2zv2cos 2w1S vcKc 2 vsKsD sin 2w
. ~8c!
The restriction~7! assures thatk and m are both real. We
then determinew in the interval@2p/4,p/4# for arbitraryz
by imposing that the three expressions~8! are solved simul-
taneously. Being equal, the two transformed matrices can
made diagonal by performing a second rotationS. As a re-




2 E dx$~]xun8!21~]xfn8!2%, ~9!
wherevc,s8 are the eigenvalues of the final matrix. The orig




In order to analyze the effect of the backscattering te
~6!, we work out an effective action for the free Hamiltonia
that depends only on the fields at the origin.10 In terms of the




where g5zkFA2kF /mpa. Thus, the effective action mus
depend on both conjugate fields. We start with the free p













Dfn8Dun8expH E dxdt@ i ]tfn8]xun8
2H~fn8 ,un8!#J ,
whereH(fn8 ,un8) is the Hamiltonian density in Eq.~9!. Then
we integrate out the degrees of freedom forxÞ0 and find the
effective action
S0
e f f@f0 ,u0#5
1
b (n,n uvnuf0n8 ~vn!f0n8 ~2vn!
1
1
b (n,n uvnuu0n8 ~vn!u0n8 ~2vn!,
wherevn are bosonic Matsubara frequencies. A renormali
tion group analysis gives the flow of the coupling constang











We would like to expressD in terms of the LL param-




2 Fkcosw1 1ksinw1 1mcosw1msinw G .
For smallz, we getD5
1













en-For nonmagnetic impurities,Dimp5(Kc1Ks)/2, which is
different from thez→0 limit of our result. This should be
attributed to the spin-flip scattering explicit in the form~3!,
in contrast with the charge-only scattering by a nonmagn
impurity.
The possible phases can be obtained similarly to R
10–12. We first focus on thez→0 case. ForD.1 or Kc
1Ks
21.2, the scattering is irrelevant and the fixed point i
LL with perfect transmission of charge and spin. ForD,1
or Kc1Ks
21,2, which is favored for increasingly repulsiv
interactions~decreasingKc), the scattering is relevant an
the system flows to the strong-coupling limit. This limit co
responds to two semi-infinite LL’s with spins polarized
opposite directions and coupled through a small hoppic
s.
g
term that flips the electron spin in the tunneling process. T
term has been analyzed in the context of a magnetic impu
in a LL,14 where the hopping is found to be irrelevant f
repulsive interactions. As a result, the fixed point is a sp
charge insulator atT50. The straight line in Fig. 1 repre
sents the marginal lineD51 in the limit z→0.
The correction for finitez vanishes whenKcKs5v1 /v2.
Actually, this cancellation happens to all orders inz because
the Eqs.~8! are always satisfied forw50, k5Kc , and m
5Ks5v1 /v2Kc . Consequently, the conditionKcKs
5v1 /v2 defines a line in parameter space where the dim
sion of the scattering term isz invariant. In particular, the
noninteracting pointKc5Ks51 ~andv15v25vF) is always
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The dimensionD manifests itself in the exponent of th
frequency-dependent domain-wall resistance. The resist
associated with the backscattering off the wall at low f
quencies isr(v)}v2(D21). Likewise, the finite-temperatur
resistance turns out to ber(T)}T2(D21). Therefore, the
domain-wall scattering in a LL gives rise to a temperatu
dependent resistance. ForD.1, the resistance vanishes as
power law whenT→0; for D,1, it diverges in the limit
T→0. The LL behavior is cut off at a temperatureT*
;vF /L, below which the transport is dominated by th
Fermi-liquid leads.10 This can be understood as follows. Th
domain wall is known to induce long-ranged spin-dens
FIG. 1. Phase diagram for a Luttinger liquid coupled to a m
netic domain wall. The backscattering termHw
(b) is marginal on the
straight line in the limitz→0, and on the dashed one forz50.4
~with all velocities equal!. The dotted line corresponds to the low







oscillations in the electron gas.7 Similarly to what happens
with charge-density oscillations created by nonmagne
impurities,12 the scattering by these spin-density oscillatio
diverges at lowv in one dimension. As a result, the electro
are totally reflected by the wall.
Finally, let us estimate the exponent in the particular c
of the Hubbard model.13 Due to the absence of SU~2! sym-
metry, we cannot takeKs51 as usual. Instead, the param
etersKc andKs depend implicitly onz. To lowest order inz,
Ks'11@2ln(z
21)#21. Note that this correction has a lowe
order dependence onz than the explicit one~orderz2) in Eq.
~11!. Furthermore, a finite polarization makesKs.1 and so
pushes the model into the insulating region of the phase
gram. For smallU, Kc'12aU/2pvF1O(z), whereU is
the on-site repulsion anda is the lattice spacing. Then,D
'12aU/4pvF2@4ln(z
21)#21. As an experimental test o
this theory, one should look for the dependence of the re
tance exponent on the polarizationz of the underlying sys-
tem of carriers.
In conclusion, we have shown that the domain-wall sc
tering in a Luttinger liquid is the magnetic analog of th
Kane-Fisher problem. Just as a nonmagnetic impurity, a
main wall breaks the translation symmetry of the electr
gas. The 2kF mode of the wall gives rise to a spin-flip back
scattering term which is relevant for repulsive interactio
In this case, the magnetoresistance diverges as a powe
in the limit of zero temperature. By applying magnetic fiel
one can insert or remove a single domain wall and th
switch between a spin-charge insulator and a Luttinger liq
with perfect conductance. This should be relevant in view
the quest for systems exhibiting large magnetoresistance
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